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Developing Critical Thinking Skills Through the Use of Guided Laboratories – Patrick Croner, 46
Cardiac Baseball: A Questioning Game – James Hannon, 48
Ecology at Work: The Biodome Challenge – Christopher Clovis, 55
Using WebQuests to Successfully Engage Students in Learning Science – Gary Simpson, 66
The Problems With State Educational Standards – Randy Moore, Murray Jensen, & Jay Hatch, 83
Strategies for Teaching Science Content Reading – Patrick E. Croner, 104
Pasta Power – Lena B. Duran, 121
United Nations Illiteracy in America: Thoughts on Integrating the United Nations Into the Science Curriculum – John Klock, 137

**Demonstrations**
- Water for Human Consumption, 12
- The Frustrating Tear, 2
- The Rocket Principle, 42
- Teaching General Chemistry Concepts, to Blind and Visually Impaired Students, Through Hands-On Demonstrations Inclusive of Sighted Students – Ted Lennox & Mark Benvenuto, 74
- Drop the Matchbox, 119

**Student Experiments**
- Delicious Weathering, 13
- Why Does a Breeze Feel Cool? 14
- Count a Million!! – Graeme Abbott, 44
- Learning and Having Fun With Electric Letter Soups – Wilson J. Gonzalez-Espada, 79
- Expansion of Air, 120

**Science Poetry**
- Describing Antarctica, 16
- The Circulatory System, 17
- Oxygen, 46
- Cells, 47
- Scientific Evolution, 84
- Fossils, 85
- Science, 130
- Natural Disaster, 131

**Students’ Alternative Conceptions** 17, 47, 85, 131

**Teaching Techniques**
- 1:4:P:C:R, 20
- Student Mobility, 21
- Paired Interview, 50
- Tactile Tools in the Classroom – Margaret Underwood, 51
- Decision-Making Matrix, 86
- Sound in the Science Lab – Margaret Underwood, 88
- Periodic Grouping, 132
- Your Turn, 133
- Task Cards: A Tactile Resource – Margaret Underwood, 133

**Ideas in Brief**
- Plagiarism: Prevention and Detection, 22
- Cultivate Interest Early, 23
- Science Teachers and Terrorism, 24
- Adding Interest to the Physics Classroom, 24
- Misconduct in Science, 25
- Science and Religion: Is Conflict Necessary? 52
- Using Anchor Activities, 53
Volume 1, Issues 1-4, 2002

Did you Know?
Salt in the oceans, 1
Length of hair on a person’s head, 41
Food hygiene, 81
Gold in seawater, 121

Science Stories
Lord Kelvin, 42
Why Sb for Antimony? 42
Beethoven’s Ailment, 81
Skin Colour Change, 121

Articles
Scientific Literacy – Peter Eastwell, 1
Self-Assessment: A Powerful Tool – Peter Eastwell, 7
Catering for Individual Student Needs – Peter Eastwell, 14
High School Physics: What Help to College Physics? 22
Assessment Task: Choice in Assignments, 28
The Changing Nature of Science Teacher Education: An Interview With Keith Lucas, 32
The Nature of Science – Peter Eastwell, 43
Poetry: Adding Passion to the Science Curriculum – Peter Eastwell, 52
Catering for Individual Student Needs: Learning Styles (Part 1) – Margaret Underwood, 58
Introducing Cooperative Learning: Using a Quiz, 72
Social Constructivism – Peter Eastwell, 82
Catering for Individual Student Needs: Learning Styles (Part 2) – Margaret Underwood, 92
Using Primers to Motivate Your Students – Dan Graff, 121
Teaching Concepts and Developing Reasoning Skills Using Learning Cycles – Anton Lawson, 133
Does Music Sooth the Savage Beast? A Pedagogical Attempt to Cross the Cultural Divide – Philip Sargeant & Gary Simpson, 135
Traveling Through the Curriculum: A Method of Holistic Teaching – Heather Mc Ardle, 139
Using Enrichment and Extracurricular Activities to Influence Secondary Students’ Interest and Participation in Science – Peter Eastwell & Léonie Rennie, 149

Demonstrations
Look Mum, no Glue! 4
The Disobedient Foot, 4
Invisible Glue, 48
Tie Water Streams Together, 49
What do you See? 86
The Magic Candle, 86
The Falling Cards, 126
Odd Bottle Behaviour, 127

Student Experiments
One Bad Apple, 6
The Mysteriously Rising Water, 7
Science in a Bag, 50
Upset Stomach, 52
Shattering Rocks, 87
Reaction Time, 89
Wrinkled Skin, 127
Make a Rock, 128

Science Poetry
Science has the Answers, 90
Inventors, 91
Ants, 129
Science Teachers Take Themselves too Seriously, 130

Students’ Alternative Conceptions  9, 57, 99, 131

Research Project: An Invitation to You  13

Teaching Techniques
Postbox, 16
Forming Student Groups, 17
Think: Pair: Share, 17
Science Soccer, 17
Round Robin, 65
Hot Potato, 65
Dirty Tricks, 66
The Issue Bin, 100
PCQ, 101
The Signature Game, 133
The KWL Chart, 134

Ideas in Brief
Modelling: An Underused Strategy, 18
Chemistry for Scientific Literacy, 19
Knowing Your Students, 19
Why use Cooperative Learning? 20
Out With the Traditional Lecture, 20
Questioning Techniques, 21
Why Teach Biology Backwards, 21
PLTL: A New Teaching Model, 66
Testing, and More Testing, 68
Great Lessons, 68
Using a Timeline, 69
Democracy in the Science Classroom, 69
Science Education Needs to be Modernised, 71
Pressure to Teach the Test, 71
Senior Citizens in the Classroom, 101
Benefits From Reviewing Peers, 102
Mentoring and Career Development, 102
Current Events Journal, 103
The Term *Theory* Misrepresented, 104
Relevant Science for Scientific Literacy, 104
Group Web Page Projects, 106
Some Testing and Assessment Issues, 107
A Photography Club, 108
Teaching Students to Summarise, 109
Science Homework, 110
Individual Variation Brings Science Alive, 111
Interdisciplinarity in Science Education, 135
Science and World Citizenship, 137
Controversial Issues in the Curriculum, 138

**Research in Brief**
Teaching Diffusion and Osmosis, 24
Peer Tutoring in Primary Science, 25
Research and the Teacher, 25
Effectiveness of Role-Play and Debate, 26
Computer Dissections, 26
Newspapers in the Classroom, 26
How Much Cheating in Science Fairs, 27
Implementing School-Based Assessment, 74
Deeper Learning, 75
Evidence Used by the Public, 75
Which Information Should I Trust? 76
More Depth, Less Topic Coverage, 76
Students’ Conceptions of Invention, 113
The Role of Models in Science, 114
More Active Learning During Lectures, 115
How Sceptical are our Students? 116
What Science Education do Students Need? 146
How do Students of Project-Based Science Courses Perform on Standardised Tests? 147

**Your Questions Answered**
Would a magnet exist in outer space? 30
What is the difference between an atom and a molecule? 30
Why can’t Cling Wrap break down? 30
Why can’t a virus be treated with antibiotics? 31
Why do cold substances, like dry ice, burn the skin? 31
How was ice made in the days of only ice boxes? 31
Is water a satisfactory fire extinguisher for the kitchen? 77
Is it true that you get wetter running in the rain than walking? 77
How does lead from petrol stay in the atmosphere long enough for us to breathe it in? We know lead is toxic, so why was it added to petrol in the first place? Has it been replaced with something else? 118
How can I explain photosynthesis to my middle school students? 150

**Further Useful Resources** 37, 79, 119, 154

**Quotes** 5, 15, 132
Humour 39, 80, 120, 156

*   *   *